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7 Tribes
1 God believes
in
7 Tribes.
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African Tribe

The 3+1 Races form the African tribe. Racial Integrity is adhered to. The
African tribe preserves customs, dialects and traditions using 1 God's
latest message, 'The Law Giver Manifest' as guide. All local and foreign
pagan cults are 'Shunned'. For African unity, prosperity there is only 1 religion: 1 God 1 Faith 1 Church Universe Custodian Guardians

Africa Cradle of Humankind. Home of dark skinned people. They developed civilizations along coastlines, Mediterranean Sea, Atlantic and Indian Oceans. Major rivers, Nile, Niger, Zaire, Zambezi. African people are

the original inventors of astronomy, building in stone (obelisk, pyramid,
temple), brick, horticulture (gardens, orchards), hygiene (baths, cosmetics, soap), mathematics, numbers, medicine, metallurgy, music, drums,
paper (papyrus), physics, politics (diplomacy, peace treaty, trade agreement), practiced agriculture on a large scale, transport (boats, caravans
..), water management (developed systems of irrigation) , writing (hieroglyphics). Africa, where Gazelle and Zebra graze, where Cheetah and

Warthog roam where Flamingo and Shoebill wade, where Cobra strike
and Mamba spit, where Elephant and Giraffe munch, where Wildebeest
are loose, where Apes and Chimpanzee frolic, where Lemur swing and
Meerkat play, where every Shire has an Obelisk!
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Amazonian Tribe

The 3+1 Races form the Amazonian tribe. Racial Integrity is adhered to.
The Amazonian tribe preserves customs, dialects and traditions using 1
God's latest message, 'The Law Giver Manifest' as guide. All local, foreign pagan cults are, Shunned. For Amazonian unity, prosperity there is
only 1 religion: 1 God 1 Faith 1 Church Universe Custodian Guardians

Amazonian the Jungle Tribe. Home of Immigrants, mixed breeds. They
colonized along coastlines, Caribbean Sea, Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.
Along the Andes Mountain Range. The interior is sparsely populated.
Amazonian people are the original inventors of a mortar less construct-

ion that is so tight fitting that no blade could fit between the stonework.
This tight fit made for strong stable construction surviving earthquakes.
They advanced skull surgery with a 90% survival rate. The Amazonian
people enhanced music and ballroom dancing by their latin american
dance rhythms. Amazonia, where Alpaca and Llama graze, where

Frigates and Condor soar; where Bear and Jaguar roam, where Chinchilla breed and Capybara play, where Sloth and Tapir munch, where Monkeys are loose, where Macaw and Toucan frolic, where Anaconda strangle and Caiman snap, where every Shire has a Fiesta and Siesta, home of
the Steamy Jungle.
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American Tribe

The 3+1 Races form the American tribe. Racial Integrity is adhered to.
The American tribe preserves customs, dialects and traditions using 1
God's latest message, 'The Law Giver Manifest' as guide. All local, foreign pagan cults are, Shunned. For American unity, prosperity there is
only 1 religion: 1 God 1 Faith 1 Church Universe Custodian Guardians

American the Prairie Tribe. Home of Immigrants, many came by choice
others as Slaves, mixed breeds. They colonized along coastlines,Caribbean Sea, Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. Along Missouri and Mississippi
Rivers system. Americans produced, used the Atomic bomb. Given us

junk food, cola drinks, diabetes epidemic, blubber plague, GM food. Motorcar highway terrorism. Legalized gun freak terrorism. Smoking, drugs
Excess greed, high pollution, overwhelming garbage. Injustice, corrupt,
bad Law. Trashy, biased entertainment media. Chewing gum, jeans,
moccasin. Light bulb, micro chip, space shuttle technologies, moon landing, rock‘n roll, jazz. America, where Buffalo, Caribou graze, where

Hummingbirds sing, Eagles soar; where Bear and Puma roam, where
Salmon breed, Otter play, where Wolf and Coyote howl, where Moose
are loose, where Skunk and Raccoon frolic, where Snake rattle, Alligator
snap, where every Shire has a totem, home of the Indian-Summer.
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European Tribe

The 3+1 Races form the European tribe. Racial Integrity is adhered to.
The European tribe preserves customs, dialects and traditions using 1
God's latest message, 'The Law Giver Manifest' as guide. All local, foreign pagan cults are, Shunned. For European unity, prosperity there is
only 1 religion: 1 God 1 Faith 1 Church Universe Custodian Guardians

European the Pirate Tribe. Home of Europeans, mixed breeds. They settled along the coastlines Atlantic Ocean, Baltic, Black, Mediterranean
and North Seas. Along the Danube, Rhine, Volga River. Europeans' went

on crusades, conquests, piracy to kill, torture, rape, destroy plunder, exploit, occupy. Had inquisitions, witches burning, slave trade, started W
WI and WWII. Had Revolutions: French, Russian, German, industrial,
Capitalism, Communism. Catholicism largest child molesting, homosexual, anti women cult! Make: alcohol, ham, sausages, Pâté, trains, automobiles, jet planes. Built rockets, satellites, space station. Classic music,
bag pipes, glockenspiel, mandolin, zitter, ballroom dancing, flamenco.
Europa, where Mouflon, Deer graze, where Fox, Marmot roam, Curlew,

Stork wade, Adder strike, viper bite, where cow, pig munch, where rats
are loose, where rabbit,squirrel frolic, where cuckoo call, salamander
play, where every Shire has a Bell-tower, home of the Buccaneers.
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Mongolian Tribe

The 3+1 Races form the Mongolian tribe. Racial Integrity is adhered to.
The Mongolian tribe preserves customs, dialects and traditions using 1
God's latest message, 'The Law Giver Manifest' as guide. All local, foreign pagan cults are, Shunned. For Mongolian unity, prosperity there is
only 1 religion: 1 God 1 Faith 1 Church Universe Custodian Guardians

Mongolian’s the Steppes Tribe. Home of Mongolians and others. They
roamed the steppes settled along the coastlines, Arctic and Pacific
Oceans along the Pearl, Yangtze and Yellow River. When Mongols' herds

men and settlers united Mongol Province it prospered. They advanced,
abacus, compass, gunpowder, paper making, printing, porcelain, iron
ore forging, acupuncture, matches, wheelbarrow, parachute. Build suspension bridges, secured trade routes, stream-lined governance. Chopsticks, wok, noodles, herbs and spices, shadow-puppetry, ink wash painting, silk, Lacquer ware, kite, martial arts, origami, calligraphy, ikebana,
bonsai, feng shui, legalism.. Mongolia, where Camel and Horses graze,

where Wolf and Tiger roam, where Egret and Ruff wade, where Habu
strike and Spider bite, where Yak and Panda munch, where Antelope are
loose, where Binturong and Mongoose frolic, where Macaque swing and
Marmot play, where every Shire has a Standard.
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Oceanian Tribe

The 3+1 Races form the Oceanian tribe. Racial Integrity is adhered to.
The Oceanian tribe preserves customs, dialects and traditions using 1
God's latest message, 'The Law Giver Manifest' as guide. All local, foreign pagan cults are, Shunned. For Oceanian unity, prosperity there is
only 1 religion: 1 God 1 Faith 1 Church Universe Custodian Guardians

Oceanian’s the Islands Tribe. Home of immigrants and mixed breeds.
They colonized islands between the Indian and Pacific Oceans and along
the coastlines. Also they settled along the Mekong River system. Many

Oceanian's live under constant threat from earthquakes, tidal waves,
droughts, floods, storms, volcanic eruptions. European pirates occupied
most of Oceania. They exploited, plundered, raped, destroyed and killed.
Oceania largest island a colonial convict colony run by a collection of European discards got 1 God's attention. Their leading class a immoral,
polluting, selfish elite showing contempt to other species and the environment. 1 God's latest message 'The Law Giver Manifest' is proclaimed
from here. Oceania, where Orangutan's swing, where Dragons

roam; where Kangaroos' hop and Emus chase; where Platypus play and
Turtles breed; where Seals sunbath and Cormorants dive; where Sharks
cruise and Coral grow; where every Shire holds a Corroboree.
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Persindian Tribe
The 3+1 Races form the Persindian tribe. Racial Integrity is adhered to.
The Persindian tribe preserves customs, dialects and traditions using 1
God's latest message, 'The Law Giver Manifest' as guide. All local, foreign pagan cults are, Shunned. For Persindian unity, prosperity there is
only 1 religion: 1 God 1 Faith 1 Church Universe Custodian Guardians

Persindian the Evolved tribe. Home of Evolved and others. They settled
along the coastline of the Indian Ocean, Black, Caspian and Mediterranean Seas. The Tigris, Euphrates, Indus, Chenab, Ganges Rivers. The Himalayan foothills.Persindian built and destroyed civilizations. Initiated

many Religions (all outdated). Gave us a solar year, a lunar month and
the 7 day week. Bricks proportional 4:2:1, wheel, sail, seeder plow, tea,
wind catcher, numerals, decimal system, chess, carburized steel, cotton
textiles, carpets, turban, burca, horse domestication, chariots,...

Persindia, where Dromedary and Goat graze, where Dhole and Leopard
roam, where Heron and Gallinule wade, where Cobra strike and Mamba
bite, where Elephant and Oryx munch, where Antelope are loose, where
Monkey and Gibbon frolic, where Chameleon swing and Loris play,
where every Shire has an Arch, home of the Evolved humans.
The 7 tribes wader into Space! Fulfilling our
common destiny to explore space, colonize the
Physical Universe becoming it’s custodian.
Tribal community living is the Custodian Guardian way. Join us.
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7 Tribes Tribal
1 God believes in 7 Tribes
7 Tribes are 1 God's people living in 7 Provinces and many Shires
living in harmony with the Habitat!
1 God's long term vision for humankind. Always was that of 7 Tribes
with 7 main languages and many dialects. Globalization is destroying
this vision, making Globalization Anti 1 God. Unacceptable!
Tribe
Language Province 7 is Divine, resulting in :
African
Arabian
Africa
7 Tribes, 7 Provinces,
Amazonian Spanish
Amazonia many Shire's,
American
American
America
7 Languages, many Dialects.
European
German
Europa
All Provinces house 3+1 Races
(Racial Integrity) and many
Mongolian Mandarin
Mongolia
mixed breeds.
Oceanian
Indonesian Oceania
Persindian Hindi
Persindia
He and She seek each other to mate, multiply, companionship, share
and start a family. A new family socializes with their own extended family and with others, community living. They build a community (Shire) of
social responsibility, moral integrity for a pursuit of a common good for
all. Neighboring communities join to become a Tribe!
Tribal living the Custodian Guardian way. Tribal
living starts with the family unit. Family units
group together establishing a community administered by an elected Shire council. A group of
communities become a Tribe administered by an
elected Provincial Parliament.
Becoming and raising a family is a combined effort of a community (parents, educators, medics). He, She and their family live in community
cluster housing rentals provided by a Shire! He and She are employed on
multiples of weekly minimum wage (wmw).
A family attend community education and use community health
(SmeC, PHeC, PDEc). They respect dialects, elderly, heritage, traditions
and practice knowledge continuity. He and She do communal duties and
earn community rights. They vote for committees with equal representation. They volunteer. They believe in cremation to set the soul free and
for community health. He and She on Fun-day attend a Gathering and
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adhere to Fun-Day themes. He and She use New Age time. They use a
Law Giver Manifest as guide.
Every Tribe member is obliged to do community duties. Which gives
them privilege of receiving community rights. Enforceable by Law.

Community duties
Worship 1 God, discard all other idols ~ Be Good Punish Evil ~
Protect, human body from conception ~ Avoid and clean up Pollution ~
Lifelong, seek, gain and apply knowledge ~ Vote in all Elections ~
Mate to multiply and start own family ~ Do rewarded work, no loafing ~
Honor, respect your parents and grandparents ~
Guard the Environment and all its life-forms ~
Use 'Law Giver Manifest', spread its message ~
Protect animals from cruelty and extinction ~
Stand up for the unfairly attacked, disadvantaged, weak and needy
Feed the hungry, shelter homeless and comfort sick ~
Protest injustice, amorality and environmental vandalism ~
Be just & give deserved respect ~ Cremate, close graveyards ~

Community rights
Breathable, clean air ~ Drinkable, filtered water ~ Free education ~
Eatable, healthy food ~ Hygienic, affordable shelter ~ Receive respect ~
Worship and Believe in 1 God ~ Receive justice ~ End with dignity ~
Free Speech with moral restrains ~ Mate start family ~ Rewarded work
Have a pet ~ Have violent free community ~ Free treatment when sick ~
Protective affordable clothing ~ Have freely elected government ~
Tribal community living basis for survival of Humankind, fulfilling their
common destiny. Community survival entails living in harmony with
each other (non violence). Living in harmony with Planet Earth (Green
Concept). Living in harmony brings prosperity (Economic Concepts).
Fulfilling our common destiny to explore space, colonize the Physical
Universe becoming it’s custodian.

Tribal community living is the Custodian Guardian way. Join us.
To apply Governance the 7 Tribes establish 7 Provinces!
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7 Tribes Migration
1 God believes in 7 Tribes
7 Tribes are 1 God's people living in 7 Provinces and many Shires
living in harmony with the Habitat!
1 God's long term vision for humankind. Always was that of 7 Tribes
with 7 main languages and many dialects. Globalization is destroying
this vision, making Globalization Anti 1 God. Unacceptable!
1 God's design for Humankind includes the urge to migrate (swarm,
wander). As Humankind evolved migration evolved. Africans wander d
into Persindia, Oceania and Mongolia. Mongolians wandered to America, Amazonia and Oceania later on horseback to Persindia, Africa and
Europa. Europeans sailed to all Provinces. The Evolved wandered into
Persindia and sailed and flew to all other Provinces.
Reasons for human migration. 1 God's design
instinct (swarm, wander). Disasters make the local Habitat not livable, climate change make the
local Habitat unlivable. Selfishness (the grass is
greener somewhere else) and population growth.
Humankind has evolved enough. Population growth is sufficient to establish 7 Tribes making up 7 Provinces as envisaged by 1 God! As of
'0.1.1.1' (C.G. Kalender) all migration (long or short term) between Provinces has become illegal (illegal are sent back).
Note! Asylum seeking is not acceptable they are
treated as illegal's. These people (opportunists)
should have stayed from where they came from
and made a difference there, rather then running.
Illegal migrants (Im) are returned without delay to the province they
came from that includes any children that they may have had. Illegal migrants cannot be integrated, they are always sent back, no exemption.
'Im's' that cannot be returned are prosecuted, MS R7. 'Im's' children are
put up for adoption. People responsible for helping illegal's are prosecuted: MS R7
Migration is classified as long term (re-settlement) or short term (tourism, travel). Tourism between Provinces ends! Trade between Provinces
is kept to an absolute minimum! Global trade agreements are cancelled!
Re-settlement is only possible within a Province or Space colonization.
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Re-settlement is moving between Shires, within a Province!
Exemption, 'Israeli' they can only live in the 'Promised Land'. They cannot leave the Promised Land. Israeli found outside the Promised Land in
any of the Provinces are immediately transported to the Promised Land.
1 God's Wish !!!
Moving between Shires. There are regulations,
adults have to have work at their destination Shire.
Before they can move. The employer has to organize
cluster housing. Seniors have to organize cluster
housing at their destination Shire. Before moving.
Tourism developed into a menace. Cruise ships
(incubators of contagious diseases, polluters of water) unload tourists that swarm like insects (cockroaches) over ports and local habitat. They disrupt
local lifestyle, drive up living costs for locals. Increase health risks. Create mountains of waste.
This entertainment of the idle well off Ends! This
also applies to air, rail, coach tourism.
Travel is only possible within a Province. Passport is
obsolete. Business, Government use Internet, Video
conferencing to communicate with other Provinces.
Globalization started migrating businesses (franchises, multinationals) and organizations. Globalization is Anti 1 God! 7 Tribes making up
7 Provinces are envisaged by 1 God! Globalization ends!
Franchising is a Greed, Profiteering cloning marketing system. That
uses a particular business model than clones itself. Designed for mediocre small profiteering capitalist. To spread cancer like (Globalization)
over the Planet. Customers loose their identity. They look and eat the
same in New York or Berlin. Mindless Zombies.

Franchising destroys local traditions, uniqueness, diversity, culture.
Most Franchises are 'US' or based on US marketing systems. They offer
often unhealthy products: Junk food outlets, US culture clones are the
main cause of the 'Diabetes' Plaque, 'Obese Plaque (Blubber people)',
high Blood pressure epidemic, Acne... Franchises destroy local Cuisine,
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Fashion... Communities, Government that allow foreign franchises to operate betray local cuisine, heritage, traditions and population, MS R7
Franchises destroy diversity by selling 'Designer clothes'. These clothes
are uniforms (jeans..) for people who betray their culture, heritage,
mindless, primitive, dumb clones. Shun these dummies!
Franchises with their slick marketing (exploiting human weakness, gullibility) a main cause for addictions: Shopaholic, Gadget Junky! Franchises are understaffed, use poorly trained underpaid juniors, casuals. Customer service is poor or non existing. Most 'Bargains', 'Sales' are Fraud!
Global franchising defies 1 God's anti globalization. Confiscate (without
compensation) all franchises, convert them to local CROn! Hold greedy
parasitic profiteering franchisee accountable, MS R6. Support local
unique traditional business (converted to CROn).
Foreign ownership is migrated capital! That alter, corrupt, destroy local: culture, values, jobs, traditions,.. Foreign ownership plunders local:
Intellectual property, know how, resources, wealth... Allowing foreigners
to control, exploit, own, plunder is treason! Government that allows foreigners to take advantage (Rip off) of locals is committing treason a
crime. Government is replaced, MS R7 Foreign ownership Ends. Free
Trade Ends. Examples of how Foreign Ownership Treason works:
Foreign ownership drives' up land, real estate prices.
Making Homes not affordable for 1st home buyers'. Result, increasing homeless... Foreign ownership of Freehold (land, real estate) ends. It is confiscated without
compensation by the Shire.
Foreign ownership of entities results in foreign leadership positions. Denying locals to hold these positions.
Decreasing promotion opportunity increasing unemployment.. Dumbing down of local staff.
Foreign ownership of manufacturing results in importing their supplies.
Rather then buying local. Also local intellectual property goes offshore!
Foreign ownership of entertainment undermines local talent and their
opportunities. Brainwashing locals to become foreign culture clones losing their entity. Foreign ownership of entertainment is the greatest
threat to local culture, customs, dialects, traditions. If you are American
watch America,province entertainment only.
Foreign ownership leads to local wealth going overseas. Leaving locals
poor, destitute. Foreign Masters owning local peasant servants.
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Foreign ownership of franchises destroy local business, uniqueness, diversity. Undermining local traditions forcing unsuitable foreign culture
on the local community. Betraying locals.
Foreign ownership of resources leads to the foreign owner selling the resources cheaply to his country of origin benefiting them. Robbing the locals of the resources, their wealth. Letting foreigners own local resources
is Treason, MS R7
Foreign ownership of food production, food distribution. Result: Food
production caters for export leaving locals with the export rejects at high
prices. Also some local foods will be replaced by a foreign diet.
Foreign ownership of media is an invasion by stealth. Foreign media influences locals to the benefit of foreigners. Destroying local culture, heritage, traditions, corrupting politicians, Government. Government (giving
in to foreign media blackmail) looses their sovereignty (becoming stooges to foreigners ), betrays the local population, commits Treason, MS R7
Example: Australia’ politicians groveling to US media!
Foreign ownership often leads to blackmail. Foreign multinational demand a Government give them handouts, tax freedom, cheap labor. Government is threatened that if it doesn't capitulate to the foreign owners
demand. They will find a government that does meet their demands and
move their operation there. Example: Australian Government regularly
paid (100's of millions) out to foreign multinational car companies. They
sent executive bonuses' home and increase their foreign shareholders
dividends'. Note! Australia eventually said no to Foreign Car makers
blackmail. Car makers (Ford, General Motors, Toyota) closed factories,
sacked workers, send suppliers broke, become importers. Custodian
Guardian do not use transport from these companies, they cannot be
trusted. Zero tolerance to multi nationals!
Foreign ownership is possible because of betrayal by corrupt Government. Government, Government employees that facilitate this betrayal
are to be replaced and prosecuted for 'Treason': MS R7. Foreign Ownership is an invasion, occupation without the use of military force. Defend
your community from this threat. Foreign ownership ends!
Outer space migration and re-settlement is human, destiny!

Tribal community living is the Custodian Guardian way. Join us.
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7 Tribes Languages, dialects
1 God believes in 7 Tribes
7 Tribes are 1 God's people living in 7 Provinces and many Shires
living in harmony with the Habitat!
1 God's long term vision for humankind. Always was that of 7 Tribes
with 7 main languages and many dialects. Globalization is destroying
this vision, making Globalization Anti 1 God. Unacceptable!
1 God likes continuity, variations, unique: Languages
dialects! Globalization, a global language canceling other
languages and unique dialects is unacceptable! 1 God
opposes globalization, global languages and holds those
accountable who persue global...
Humankind was held accountable:
Ancient, Tower of Babel!
Current, Twin Towers New York!
Tribe
Language Province 7 is Divine, resulting in :
African
Arabian
Africa
7 Tribes, 7 Provinces,
many Shire's,
Amazonian Spanish
Amazonia
American
American
America
7 Languages, many Dialects.
European
German
Europa
All Provinces house 3+1 Races
(Racial Integrity) and many
Mongolian Mandarin
Mongolia
mixed breeds.
Oceanian
Indonesian Oceania
Persindian Hindi
Persindia

Shire Dialect
A 'Shire' is multilingual and traditional. A Shire uses 2 languages in its
administration and education. A provincial (1st) and a local (2nd) Dialect.
Dialect is any other language then the Provincial language.
A Shire dialect is selected by using the language of the 1st settlers in the
area. Where the 1st settlers language is the same as the Provincial (main)
language. The 2nd and 3rd most spoken languages (not main language)
go into a Shire referendum.
Each 'Shire' is responsible for teaching and usage of the main language
and local dialect. All 'Shire' communications are multilingual. Dialect is
a Shire heritage that evolves to a Shire tradition. Dialect (Tradition)
forms a continuation between past, present and future generations.
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A 'Shire' has a dialect name: Example: ‘Wiesngau’ dialect is 'Bairisch'
(Bavarian). Main language is Deutsch (German).

01.3.7. Shire day Celebration

(NAtm)
Shire Day also celebrates the
local Dialect!

Gathering
Custodian Guardian on Fun-Day attend a Gathering
and adhere to Fun- Day themes. The program keeps
local traditions alive: dialect, dress, drinks, food, music, dance, customs..

1 God likes continuity, variations, uniqueness in the spoken word. In
written communication. In visual communication.
Please 1 God use 7 main languages and many dialects.
Tribal community living is the Custodian Guardian way. Join us.
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